Exploiting sequence and stability information for directing nanobody stability engineering
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Abstract

\textbf{Background}—Variable domains of camelid heavy-chain antibodies, commonly named nanobodies, have high biotechnological potential. In view of their broad range of applications in research, diagnostics and therapy, engineering their stability is of particular interest. One important aspect is the improvement of thermostability, because it can have immediate effects on conformational stability, protease resistance and aggregation propensity of the protein.

\textbf{Methods}—We analyzed the sequences and thermostabilities of 78 purified nanobody binders. From this data, potentially stabilizing amino acid variations were identified and studied experimentally.

\textbf{Results}—Some mutations improved the stability of nanobodies by up to 6.1 °C, with an average of 2.3 °C across eight modified nanobodies. The stabilizing mechanism involves an improvement of both conformational stability and aggregation behavior, explaining the variable degree of stabilization in individual molecules. In some instances, variations predicted to be stabilizing actually led to thermal destabilization of the proteins. The reasons for this contradiction between prediction and experiment were investigated.
Conclusions—The results reveal a mutational strategy to improve the biophysical behavior of nanobody binders and indicate a species-specificity of nanobody architecture.

General significance—This study illustrates the potential and limitations of engineering nanobody thermostability by merging sequence information with stability data, an aspect that is becoming increasingly important with the recent development of high-throughput biophysical methods.
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1 Introduction

VHH domains derived from heavy-chain antibodies of camelids, commonly named nanobodies, are single-domain antigen-binding fragments with a large potential for numerous applications in research, biotechnology and medicine [1–4]. They exhibit several superior properties compared to conventional antibody scaffolds, such as enhanced solubility, low immunogenicity and the unique ability to bind cryptic epitopes; the last is due to their small size and a third complementarity determining region (CDR3) of unusual length [5]. The most interesting epitopes for which specific nanobodies have been generated are enzyme active sites, constant regions of virus particles, transient states of membrane proteins and non-amyloidogenic regions of human lysozyme [6–9]. Nanobodies are expected to contribute substantially to meeting the enormous demand for versatile, robust and stable binders.

Their structural simplicity and ease of production make recombinant nanobodies an ideal and easily accessible system for protein engineering approaches. Numerous benefits would arise particularly from engineering their thermostability. Nanobody-based therapeutics need to resist proteolytic degradation, a characteristic which was strengthened for various proteins by increasing their conformational stability [10–12]. Protein aggregation represents another challenge [13,14]. Its relevance becomes more and more apparent for therapeutic strategies, during which antibodies are usually administered at high concentrations [15,16]. While not detectable for some nanobodies [17], aggregation has been observed for molecules of this binder class [9,18]. Partial or full protein unfolding is usually a prerequisite for aggregation, making the increase of conformational stability a reasonable way to prevent this deleterious side reaction. Furthermore, application of nanobodies as in vivo tools would greatly benefit from stability-engineered binders. For example, in vivo expression in mammalian cells [19] requires nanobody folding in absence of a conserved disulfide bond in the nanobody framework, as the bond remains reduced under cytosolic conditions. Folding that is independent of a disulfide bond is expected to be more robust with stronger non-covalent interactions in the nanobody fold. Finally, recent attempts aimed at the engineering of stabilized nanobodies to construct biosensors and drugs for particularly harsh conditions [20–22], potentially increasing the application range of biological reagents to unaccustomed fields.
Protein thermostability is governed by diverse factors. Successful protein stabilization has been achieved through rigidifying flexible sites [23], optimizing surface charge [24], improving hydrophobic packing [25] and introducing disulfide bonds or salt bridges [26,27]. Interestingly, substantial stabilization was achieved both by the sum of several, marginally stabilizing mutations and by selecting single key positions [28,29]. Accordingly, it remains challenging to identify efficiently stabilizing positions in a protein fold, although several strategies have emerged that could meet this task [30]. Directed evolution methods, for example, explore the vast sequence space by high-throughput experiments [31]. Rational design exploits structural knowledge and general stabilizing features like salt bridges and disulfide bonds [26,27]. Sequence-based strategies identify stabilizing residues from a comparison of mesophilic and thermophilic homologues [32], or rely on the consensus-based strategy that attributes a high probability of stabilization to the most frequent residue at a given sequence position of a protein family [33].

The developments in high-throughput biophysical methods open up new avenues for protein engineering as they amend sequence data with quantitative information on conformation and stability [34–36]. This allows a comprehensive survey of the sequence space of a protein class with respect to thermodynamic parameters, as has been applied to antibody variable domains, for example [37,38]. We studied similar data on nanobody thermostabilities. The merger of sequence and quantitative protein stability information revealed sequence features that are characteristic for highly stable nanobodies. At a global level, our analysis identified species-specific subclasses of nanobody architecture, an insight important for nanobody engineering. With respect to particular sites, we identified stabilizing amino acid variations. In an experimental validation, some residue exchanges improved both conformational stability and aggregation behavior of several nanobodies, which were modified accordingly. Since we were working with recombinant nanobodies, such changes could be introduced easily in a systematic manner, yielding nanobody binders of improved thermostability. However, we also found positions in the nanobody framework that did not act as enhancers of stability if modified as predicted, apparently due to species-dependent interactions in the protein framework. A more complex combination of variations is needed in such cases for improving thermostability.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Nanobody cloning, expression and purification

The nanobody data set comprised 57 dromedary, 4 alpaca and 17 llama nanobodies. Dromedary and alpaca nanobodies were obtained from phage-display screenings, representing high-affinity binders against different protein targets. They are cloned in the pMECS vector with a C-terminal HA- and His6-tag [39]. The llama nanobodies were obtained from a subtractive phage-display library against tumor lysates [40], cloned into the pHEN2 plasmid with a C-terminal Myc- and His6-tag [41]. N-terminal variants of the dromedary nanobodies were obtained by PCR using mutated primers (biomers.net, Ulm, Germany), while all other variants were purchased from Gen-9 (Cambridge, USA). All variants were cloned into the pMECS vector using NcoI and NotI restriction sites and verified by sequencing. Nanobody constructs present in pMECS and pHEN2 plasmids were
expressed in the periplasm of *E. coli* cells WK6 or TG1, respectively, and purified as described [6]. Using sequence-based extinction coefficients [42], the nanobody concentration was assessed at 280 nm using a Nanodrop ND-1000 instrument (Peqlab Biotechnologie, Erlangen, Germany), measuring absorption at least in triplicate. The molecular weight of the N-terminal variants was verified by MALDI mass spectrometry. N- and C-terminal sequences were checked by in-source-decay [43].

### 2.2 Stability measurements

Melting temperatures were assessed in triplicate by the Thermofluor assays using Sypro Orange (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA) at a nanobody concentration of 0.5 mg/ml. Fluorescence was detected every 45 s using a LightCycler 480 (Roche Diagnostics, Mannheim, Germany) at a heating rate of 0.5 °C/min. Fluorescence traces were evaluated using a Matlab script, determining the transition point by finding the maximum of the numerical derivation of the smoothed trace data. Smoothing was performed by a linear box filter of 200 data points width. N-terminal variants were measured in triplicate by DSF using a Prometheus NT.48 instrument with back-reflection optics (NanoTemper Technologies, Munich, Germany) after dialysis against a PBS solution at pH 7.4 (Slide-A-Lyzer MINI, 3.5 kDa MWCO; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, USA). The molar protein concentration was adjusted to 32.7 μM (corresponding to 0.5 mg/ml), if not otherwise stated. The heating rate was 0.5 °C/min. \( T_m \) values were determined using the product software package based on first derivative analysis. Gibbs free energy of unfolding was measured by equilibrium denaturation on the same Prometheus NT.48 instrument using guanidinium chloride as denaturant and fitting the data to a two-state model of equilibrium unfolding [44]. Guanidinium chloride concentrations were determined using refractive indices according to Santoro and Bolen [45]. Since protein stickiness had been observed in the fluorescence cuvette filled with nanobody NbD1 or its N-terminal variant at a concentration of 2 μM, the protein concentration was adjusted to 30 μM to avoid artifacts resulting from surface binding. For both the Thermofluor and the DSF assays, the differences measured for mutations Q1E and Q5V were substantiated statistically by applying a paired t-test and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

### 2.3 Nanobody structure determination

Nanobody NbD2 (PDB ID: 5M7Q) was crystallized in 100 mM MES, pH 6.5, 1.6 M magnesium sulfate heptahydrate and was cryo-preserved in 100 mM MES pH 6.5, 1.375 M magnesium sulfate heptahydrate and 25% glycerol. Data were collected on beamline PROXIMA 1 at the SOLEIL synchrotron and processed with iMOSFLM [46]. Space group determination, scaling and merging was performed by means of the Pointless/Aimless routines of the CCP4 suite [47]. PHASER [48] provided a good molecular replacement solution using RCSB protein database entry 4W6X as a model. Refmac [49] was used for structure refinement while model building of the two copies contained in the asymmetric unit was performed with coot [50]. Data collection and refinement statistics are given in Supplementary Table 1.
2.4 Global Sequence Signature analysis

The GSS analysis [51] is based on the concept that any property of a protein is reflected in a signature of sequence positions, contributing differently to stability, for example. Here, a signature was statistically assessed using an MSA of nanobody sequences and the respective $T_m$ values of the nanobodies by generating amino acid scoring tables for each individual position. Amino acids predominantly occurring in stable nanobodies will receive a high score, whereas residues predominantly present in low stability binders will receive a low score. This results in a ranking of residues per position with respect to protein stability. One could extract residues of the highest score at each position, basically corresponding to a conventional statistical analysis as applied to high-throughput experiments in protein engineering [37,38]. However, this would mask different “types” of signatures, which represent distinct solutions to the same problem like protein stability of the nanobody fold. Distinct solutions can be based on residue co-evolution [52], functional constraints [51] or species differences.

The GSS analysis separates possible subgroups in three steps. First, it quantifies the presence of a signature for each sequence by summing up individual, residue-specific scores, previously determined in the scoring tables. This sum is called GSS score. Second, distinct signatures share different residue compositions, most likely reflected in physicochemical properties like pI, aliphatic index, charge and others. Therefore, the GSS scoring procedure is performed again for such an additional property, adding a second dimension to the analysis. While a relationship between property raw values is expected to be devoid of any clear patterns (Fig. 1B), the related GSS scores yielded clear sequence clustering, revealing protein subgroups based on altered amino acid compositions (Fig. 1C). This allows comparing clusters in terms of sequence composition (contingency table chi2-test) and identifying those differences that are linked to significantly increased protein stability (t-test).

A general feature of nanobody sequences is their preferential use of more polar residues at four, so-called hallmark positions, which establish the binding to the light chain variable domain (VL) in conventional binders [5] (MSA numbering: positions 40, 47, 49 and 51; Kabat numbering: positions 37, 44, 45 and 47). However, mixtures of nanobody and conventional hallmark residues are observed only rarely. For this study, only nanobodies with all four hallmark positions in VHH configuration were included; VHH signifies the variable domain of the heavy chain of heavy-chain antibodies. This resulted in a set of 78 sequences, consisting of 4 alpaca, 17 llama and 57 dromedary sequences. They were analyzed with respect to pI, aliphatic index, GRAVY score [53], number of positive and negative charges, charge ratio and sequence length using the ExPASy server [42]. Only the nanobody domain was considered, irrespective of the type of C-terminal tag attached (HA- and His6-tag for dromedary and alpaca nanobodies, myc- and His6-tag for llama nanobodies). An MSA was generated with multAlin (multalin.toulouse.inra.fr) using default parameters, followed by CDR stacking towards N- and C-terminal loop ends by centering the gaps within each loop using JalView [54,55]. In case of odd-numbered loop length, the central residue was stacked towards the N-terminus. GSS analysis was performed using its
web interface ([gss.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk](http://gss.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk)). GSS scoring calculation included the full MSA, as well as the CDR3 region but avoided C-terminal tags.

### 2.5 Sequence harmony analysis

The nanobody MSA for the GSS analysis was modified by removing binders from alpaca and separating llama- and dromedary-derived sequences. Subtype-specific positions were determined using the web-server [www.ibi.vu.nl/programs/seqharmwww](http://www.ibi.vu.nl/programs/seqharmwww) with a sequence harmony cut off value of 0.7. For Fig. 2C, sequence harmony values were inverted.

### 2.6 Difference contact matrices

Crystallographic data and coordinate files were retrieved from the RCSB protein database (PDB; June 2016). Antigen-free nanobody structures were used that originate from dromedary (PDB ID: 1YC7, 1F2X, 5E7B, 3EAK) and llama (PDB ID: 1HCV, 1I3V, 1SHM, 2X1O, 3R0M, 4IDL, 4KRn, 4QGY, 4QLR, 5H8D), avoiding structures from mutational studies. Residue contact networks for each single protein chain and the consensus networks (structurally conserved residue contacts in a set of structures) for all dromedary and llama nanobodies were calculated as previously described [56]. To identify corresponding residue positions in different nanobody structures and sequences, we created a manually curated profile-to-profile alignment of a structural alignment of all nanobody chains (determined using Mustang [57]) with the nanobody MSA used for GSS analysis. Only one chain per entry was used for the consensus network calculation to avoid a bias towards entries with multiple chains. For multiple nanobody chains in a PDB entry, all chains were checked for consistency of residue contacts. Each consensus contact network was visualized in 3D using customized R scripts and PyMOL (PyMOL Molecular Graphics System, Version 1.5.0.4; Schrödinger, [https://www.pymol.org](http://www.pymol.org)) as previously described [56]. To identify contacts that are specifically conserved in llama or dromedary, the difference of consensus contacts between the two sets of PDB entries was calculated. The data were visualized as difference contact maps to identify structural differences that are conserved in nanobodies of the same organism.

### 2.7 Consensus approach

Amino acid frequencies for positions 1 and 5 in dromedary heavy-chain domains were obtained from the abYsis database ([www.bioinf.org.uk/abysis](http://www.bioinf.org.uk/abysis)), assigning relative frequencies of Q and E for position 1 of 0.40 and 0.22, respectively, and of Q and V for position 5 of 0.11 and 0.83, respectively. The prediction of stabilization was calculated using the proposed equation of Steipe [58]: 

\[ \Delta \Delta G = - RT (\ln f_{\text{consensus}} - \ln f_{\text{original}}) \]

where \(R\) represents the universal gas constant, \(T\) the temperature (298.15 K), \(f_{\text{original}}\) the relative frequency of the residue prior mutation and \(f_{\text{consensus}}\) the relative frequency of the residue introduced after mutation, respectively.

### 3 Results

#### 3.1 Identification of residues that potentially increase nanobody thermostability

We collected thermostability data by measuring apparent \(T_m\) values in a Thermofluor assay for 78 purified nanobodies, which originated from various phage-display libraries. The broad
distribution of the individual T\textsubscript{m} values, ranging from 38 °C to 86 °C (Fig. 1A), indicated a substantial potential for stability engineering. The respective T\textsubscript{m} values of the nanobodies were related to physicochemical properties, such as the aliphatic index. The aliphatic index is defined as the relative volume of a protein occupied by aliphatic side chains (alanine, valine, isoleucine, and leucine) and considered to be a positive descriptor of thermostability [59]. The analysis resulted in a distribution of data points devoid of clearly separated subgroups but indicated a slight trend of increased aliphatic indices and melting temperatures for llama-derived nanobodies (Fig. 1B); To reveal common signatures of enhanced protein stability within the nanobody fold, we performed a Global Sequence Signature (GSS) analysis [51] on a multiple sequence alignment (MSA) constructed from the amino acid sequences of the 78 nanobodies. The GSS process indicates sequence signatures that reflect particular protein properties of interest, such as stability differences in our case. The analysis yielded a grouping of data points (Fig. 1C), separating nanobody sequences into two major clusters (Fig. 1D).

Notably, the clustering represented the species origin of the nanobodies, with cluster 1 containing predominantly dromedary molecules and cluster 2 only llama-derived nanobodies. This separation could be due to structural differences, such as an increased average CDR3 length in dromedary nanobodies, and a species-dependent amino acid distribution that is known for position 11 [60,61]. Interestingly, the mean T\textsubscript{m} of the llama cluster is 5.1 °C higher than that of the dromedary cluster. Again, we used GSS analysis to compare the sequence composition between the clusters for each MSA position so as to find out how llama nanobodies differ in sequence from molecules in the dromedary cluster (Fig. 2A) and evaluated the influence of detected differences on T\textsubscript{m} (see the method section for details). This resulted in a stability signature with a negative log10(p) value as a measure for the influence on T\textsubscript{m} (Fig. 2B). The obtained signature only marginally varied when the GSS analysis was performed with physicochemical properties other than the aliphatic index (data not shown). For comparison, we also used the sequence harmony server [62] to compare dromedary- and llama-derived sequences. It allows identifying sites that are specific for protein subfamilies (Fig. 2C). Most positions that were identified in the GSS analysis were confirmed.

The large majority of detected residue changes are specific for the llama cluster, which is consistent with its increased mean Tm value. However, also few dromedary-specific features were found, particularly position 36 of the MSA, revealing the additional disulfide bond between CDR3 and CDR1 (Fig. 2B). It is commonly linked to increased stability [63] and occurs in 21 out of 57 dromedary nanobodies but not in any llama sequence of our data set. In the sequence harmony analysis, position 36 is indicated as a subtype-specific site. By combining sequence and stability data, the GSS analysis additionally predicts that a cysteine residue would be beneficial for stability. A comparison among dromedary nanobodies showed that the mean Tm value of the 21 nanobodies bearing the additional disulfide bond was on average 5.2 °C higher, which is in line with earlier results [64]. Despite the comparatively low negative log10(p) value for C36, its detection indicates the relevance of the obtained signature.
To verify that the observed stability differences were not caused by the myc-tags attached to the llama nanobodies or the HA-tags of the dromedary nanobodies, we checked the influence of C-terminal tags on nanobody stability (Supplementary Fig. 1). Comparing six llama nanobodies in both HA- and myc-tagged versions suggested a slightly stabilizing effect of the HA-tag. This shows that the observed stability difference was not due to the tag-molecules. On the contrary, they probably reduced the stability difference between the two clusters to some extent by increasing the stability of some dromedary nanobodies.

### 3.2 Testing stabilizing signatures

A suitable way to test the relevance of the identified signature experimentally was provided by positions 1 and 5 in the MSA. These positions are independent of the species origin but determined by the phage-display process (dromedary: pMECS vector encoding for 1Q, 5Q; llama: pHEN2 vector encoding for 1E, 5V). Therefore, they were advantageous for an experimental evaluation, since they are lacking any possible species bias resulting from the basic architecture of llama and dromedary nanobodies. As both positions had nevertheless been implicated in having an impact on protein stability, the actual effect of residue variations could be experimentally validated in an unbiased manner.

According to the stability signature, nanobodies should be stabilized by mutations Q1E and Q5V (Fig. 2B). These mutations were introduced into eight dromedary nanobodies, which were chosen so as to exhibit a high diversity in sequence and $T_m$ (yellow dots in Fig. 1C; for MSA see Supplementary Fig. 2A). The locations of the two amino acids in the nanobody fold are indicated in the crystal structure of nanobody NbD2 (Fig. 3A; PDB ID: 5M7Q). Comparing the mutated variants to the original proteins in a Thermofluor assay showed that in all cases the mutations were either beneficial or neutral to $T_m$, resulting in an average $\Delta T_m$ of $2.3 \pm 2.7 ^\circ C$; the strongest increase was $7.9 ^\circ C$ observed for nanobody NbD1 (Fig. 3B). In circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy measurements with nanobodies NbD1 and NbD3 substantial aggregation was observed (data not shown). Aggregation is dependent on protein concentration and often influenced by the ionic strength of the solvent [65,66]. To exclude that the $\Delta T_m$ values were biased by these factors, the original binders and the nanobody variants were dialyzed against a common PBS buffer and the molar concentrations were adjusted. Furthermore, the measurements were repeated with another, independent method, differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF), which is based on intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence (Fig. 3C). Again, the Q1E and Q5V variants were clearly stabilized compared to the original binders. In absolute numbers, there were slight differences to the Thermofluor assay: nanobody NbD1 exhibited a $\Delta T_m$ of $5.0 ^\circ C$, for example, while the value increased for others, for instance to $6.1 ^\circ C$ for NbD2. This could be explained by slightly varying buffer conditions in the Thermofluor assay affecting the aggregation behavior of some nanobodies and altering their apparent $T_m$ values, or by artifacts introduced by the extrinsic dye used in the Thermofluor assay. With $2.3 ^\circ C$ ($\pm 2.3 ^\circ C$), the average increase in $T_m$ for all eight nanobodies, however, was identical between the two methods.

### 3.3 The mechanism of stabilization

To investigate the mechanism of nanobody stabilization in more detail, changes in thermodynamic stability were assessed by equilibrium unfolding transitions for NbD1 (Fig.
4A), the nanobody with the strongest stabilization in the Thermofluor assay (Fig. 3B). It shows a stability increase of $\Delta \Delta G = 6.6 \text{ kJ/mol}$ upon mutations Q1E and Q5V, confirming their stabilizing effect. Furthermore, by exploiting the concentration dependence of protein aggregation, DSF and turbidity measurements revealed an improved aggregation behavior of NbD1 upon mutation (Fig. 4C–F). In this experiment, standard assay conditions at a concentration of 32.7 μM yielded a stabilization of 3.7 °C. $T_m$ values were affected by aggregation as indicated by back-reflection signals and altered amplitudes of fluorescence transitions. At a protein concentration of 13.1 μM, aggregation ceased almost completely for both the original nanobodies and the N-terminal variants (Fig. 4D, F). This led to a reduction in the difference between original and variant protein of $\Delta T_m = 2.7$ °C. Accordingly, 1 °C (27%) of $T_m$ stabilization measured at standard assay conditions could be attributed to a better aggregation behavior of the mutated variant, whereas 2.7 °C (73%) reflected the improved Gibbs free energy of unfolding measured in equilibrium unfolding experiments (Fig. 4A). Finally, both mutations seemed to contribute to thermostabilization, when looking at single mutation variants that we prepared for nanobody NbD4 (Fig. 4B). The stabilizing effects of the two single mutations Q1E (2.3 °C) and Q5V (0.9 °C) add up to 3.2 °C, nicely reflecting the combined effect in the double mutant of 3.1 °C.

### 3.4 Investigating stability signatures within the structural framework of nanobodies

Encouraged by the stabilizing effects of the Q1E and Q5V mutations, we explored the possibility of nanobody stabilization by mutating other positions identified by the GSS analysis. CDR regions were avoided to preserve antigen specificity. Potential variations in the nanobody framework were first examined in the crystal structure of a dromedary-derived nanobody (RCSB protein database entry 1F2X) to exclude major structural clashes. Also, residues with a negative log10(p) value slightly below a threshold of $-\log_{10}(0.05)$ were considered. This way, we chose a set of five positions for mutation within the GSS-derived stability signature (indicated by green letters in Fig. 2B), comprising mutations 11L, 47Q, 66A, 95R and 101V. All five residues originate from the llama cluster, suggesting that stabilization should occur when introduced into dromedary nanobodies. Also, they do not make intramolecular contacts to CDRs in the crystal structure 1F2X of a dromedary nanobody. Their locations in the nanobody fold are indicated in Fig. 3A (green positions), a crystal structure of nanobody NbD2 that we solved successfully (PDB ID: 5M7Q), but which was not considered during the mutation selection process.

Surprisingly, introduction of the variations 11L, 47Q, 66A, 95R and 101V into six dromedary-derived nanobodies (for MSA see Supplementary Fig. 2B) led to markedly reduced purification yields (data not shown) and tended to be destabilizing (Fig. 3D). One explanation for this could be missing mutations that are necessary for synergistic effects, which are detected by GSS but not labeled as such. Alternatively, the species-dependent nanobody architecture may not tolerate the transfer of some llama-specific residues into the dromedary framework without compromising stability. Therefore, we investigated a possible species bias in nanobody architecture. Difference residue-contact maps [56] were calculated from crystal structures of antigen-free nanobodies so as to reveal species-dependent residue interactions in llama and dromedary nanobody structures (Fig. 5). Being under-represented in our data set, crystal structures from alpaca-derived nanobodies were excluded from this
analysis. Interestingly, position 11, which is known to have a species-dependent residue distribution [60], and position 95 in the MSA share species-dependent contacts to other framework residues. Additionally, position 66 makes contacts to CDR3 residues predominantly in llama, which was not observed in the dromedary nanobody crystal structure 1F2X. Since all three positions were included in the mutational experiments (Fig. 3D), this supports the conclusion that transferring stabilizing mutations into these regions can be problematic, since residue contacts represent a species-dependent feature.

Interestingly, the difference contact map revealed additional structural features specific for llama and dromedary nanobodies. The CDR loops 1 and 2, for example, exhibit a highly species-dependent contact pattern. This is particularly interesting, as generally nanobodies contain a much larger variety of loop conformations compared to the limited set of canonical loop structures in conventional antibodies [67,68]. The result suggests a species-specific mechanism of antigen-recognition, which would fit to the notion of species-specific differences between llama and dromedary frameworks. Furthermore, the species variance in both CDRs is reflected in their interactions to the fourth antigen facing loop, called CDR4 in our study, which is also more variable in nanobody sequences compared to heavy-chain variable domains (VH) of conventional antibodies [5].

4 Discussion

In this study, we looked for sequence variations in the nanobody fold that could increase their thermostability. Several tools exist to identify important residues, such as consensus-based engineering [33], structure-guided recombination [69] or methods of co-evolution [52,70]. We applied the GSS process [51] as it enables a merger of quantitative information about biophysical protein properties with sequence data from high-throughput experiments. This ability gains increasing importance considering the growing number of methods for large scale biophysical characterization of proteins [34–36]. GSS scoring of two properties allows distinguishing protein subgroups and relating them to stability. The two N-terminal sites in the nanobody sequences offered a means to study the influence of residue modifications that are not part of the species-specific framework of the analyzed nanobodies.

The degree of stabilization achieved by introducing two amino acid variations was significant in a set of eight nanobodies that were of high sequence diversity (mean sequence identity = 0.67; see MSA in Supplemental Fig. 2A). Interestingly, both positions have recently been tested in two nanobodies, however, in combination with additional mutations, leading to improved thermostability and solubility of the variants [22]. This further supports the general beneficial effect of both N-terminal mutations. Furthermore, the stabilization in Gibbs free energy for nanobody NbD1 was in the range of a predicted net-stabilization of 3.44 kJ/mol using the consensus approach of Steipe et al. [33], which uses naturally occurring amino acid frequencies to predict mutational effects in proteins. Nanobody thermostabilization was additive as predicted by the GSS analysis, while the consensus approach [33] predicted position 1 to be slightly destabilizing upon mutation Q1E (1.5 kJ/mol) and attributes the major stabilization of 4.9 kJ/mol to position 5 upon mutation Q5V. Accordingly, we hypothesize that mutation Q1E is mainly responsible for improved aggregation behavior by introducing a negative charge [24] and contributes indirectly to
improved thermostability. Furthermore, as the NbD2 crystal structure shows, mutation Q5V sacrifices a hydrogen bond by introducing a more hydrophobic and much smaller valine at position 5 (Supplementary Fig. 3). This seems counter-intuitive but led to improved stability on its own and in combination with Q1E in nanobody NbD4. Therefore, we suggest considering both positions for a general modification in phage-display vectors of dromedary nanobodies.

In contrast to the N-terminal mutations, the other positions of the GSS stability signature reside in the natural amino acid framework of the nanobodies. Consequently, it was interesting to see whether a transfer of amino acids derived from the llama cluster into dromedary nanobodies led to stabilization, as the difference in average T_m between the llama and dromedary clusters and the GSS analysis suggested. The actually observed reduction in stability upon mutation of five modifications was somewhat surprising. The effect could have several reasons. For once, we are not claiming that llama nanobodies are per se more stable than binders from dromedary. The observed difference might rest upon the reduced sequence diversity within the llama cluster (mean sequence identity: llama cluster, 0.77; dromedary cluster, 0.68). Our dromedary nanobodies represent fully affinity-maturated binders against well-defined protein targets, while the llama nanobodies originate from a single library against complex cell lysates [40]. It is unclear if the latter binders are fully affinity-maturated, since their antigens are yet unknown. Accordingly, their sequences might lack final somatic mutations, which would be necessary for antigen specificity but possibly reduce stability to the same level as in the dromedary cluster. However, if this is the major difference between dromedary and llama nanobodies, it should be possible to reverse somatic mutations in the dromedary cluster and enhance their stability by introducing the residues suggested by the GSS analysis.

Destabilization could also be due to missing mutations that are required for synergistic effects. In a GSS analysis, synergistic variations would show up as increases for the individual sites that are responsible for stabilization when applied in combination. They would not be distinguishable from positions that exhibit a stabilizing effect on their own. Finally, species-dependent differences in the overall nanobody fold may limit the transferability of llama-specific residues into the dromedary framework, as indicated by the results of the difference contact map. The non-covalent residue contacts of three tested framework positions represent a species-dependent feature. In other words, the species-specific environment of these residues seems to be important for their stabilizing effect. Grafting them into the dromedary framework does not result in thermostabilization.

In conclusion, predictions can be performed successfully about the position and kind of amino acid exchanges that could lead to enhanced stability of nanobody binders by a combination of sequence information and corresponding thermostability of individual nanobodies. However, the analysis also demonstrated that the extent of stabilizing effects differs among individual binders due to the sequence diversity between the investigated nanobodies. Accordingly, proposed positions have to be tested experimentally. In addition, structural aspects have to be taken into account, as documented by the destabilization of the dromedary framework by the transfer of amino acids intended to stabilize the proteins and
proposed on the basis of llama nanobody sequences. Furthermore, intramolecular interactions of introduced residues could compromise or contribute to binding specificity.

Last, as an alternative, one should not ignore the option of stabilizing binders by tag-sequences, a process that does not touch upon the framework sequence at all but exhibited effects that were similar to variations within the protein sequence.
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Fig. 1.
GSS analysis of nanobody stability and aliphatic indices. (A) $T_m$ distribution of 78 nanobodies that bind to different antigens. (B) Plot of raw $T_m$ values and aliphatic indices. (C) Plot of GSS scores for $T_m$ and aliphatic indices. The GSS scores quantify the mutational signatures that are characteristic for stability, or the aliphatic index, respectively. Colors mark the nanobody origin as indicated in the legend; yellow data points indicate dromedary nanobodies chosen for N-terminal mutations. (D) K-means clustering of the data of panel C, yielding two clusters (blue and gray). The mean $T_m$ values of both clusters are shown; the mean sequence identity is 0.68 and 0.77 for cluster 1 and 2, respectively. Circles around the cluster centers indicate one standard deviation. The correlation between GSS scores and respective $T_m$ values and aliphatic indices is shown in Supplementary Fig. 4.
Fig. 2.

GSS stability signature. (A) Sequence differences between the nanobodies in clusters 1 and 2 of Fig. 1D, calculated by a contingency table chi-squared test. Plotted are respective negative log10(p) values, drawn above the nanobody MSA. The numbers represent the MSA-specific position. For CDR3, no signal is observed due to its high variability in both clusters. “CDR4” represents a fourth loop that is facing the antigen but commonly without making contacts. The bars below the nanobody MSA show the degree of conservation of physico-chemical properties for each column; the color and bar height encode the degree of
conservation; yellow: high conservation, brown: low conservation. Nanobody hallmark positions are indicated by filled circles (HM-Positions). (B) Influence of sequence differences on nanobody thermostability. At each position, sequences bearing the most frequent residue were grouped within each cluster. The influence of two different residues in cluster 1 and 2 were evaluated by a t-test, considering the respective mean Tm values of the grouped sequences. The respective negative log10(p) values are plotted. Sequence numbering and labeling are identical to panel A. Position 36 indicates a cysteine that is attributed to the additional disulfide bond present in several dromedary nanobodies but not in llama. Red letters: vector-encoded N-terminal residues, specific for llama nanobodies; green letters: residues that do not make any contacts to CDRs according to the crystal structure 1F2X of a dromedary nanobody; orange letters: residues that make contacts to CDRs in structure 1F2X. (C) Subtype-specific sites from a comparison of dromedary- and llama-derived nanobodies using the sequence harmony server [62]. A value of 1 indicates a non-overlapping residue distribution while a value of 0 signifies an identical distribution between both groups. The black bar indicates position 36 which is occupied by a cysteine in some dromedary-derived nanobodies and is linked to enhanced stability, an aspect that cannot be revealed from this kind of analysis. The sequence numbering and the color code are as in Fig. 2B. Sequence Harmony analysis was performed with a cutoff value of 0.7. Afterwards, the sequence harmony score was inverted and values for the CDR3 region omitted.
Fig. 3.
Stabilization of dromedary nanobodies by N-terminal mutations Q1E and Q5V. (A) Crystal structure of nanobody NbD2 (PDB ID: 5M7Q, for data collection and refinement statistics see Supplementary Table 1). The locations of N-terminal (red) and framework mutations (green) are indicated. (B) Effect of N-terminal mutations tested in a diverse set of eight dromedary nanobodies (mean sequence identity = 0.67) using the Thermofluor assay. The statistical significance of stabilization was calculated by a paired t-test and a Wilcoxon signed-rank test; the respective p-values are shown. Also, the mean amplitude of stabilization is indicated. Protein concentration: 0.5 mg/ml; heating rate: 0.5 °C/min. (C) Effect of N-terminal mutations Q1E and Q5V in the same dromedary nanobodies as listed in panel B, measured by differential scanning fluorimetry (DSF; based on intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence). Statistical evaluation and heating rate were as in panel B. (D) Destabilization of dromedary nanobodies by framework mutations 11L, 47Q, 66A, 95R and 101V measured in a Thermofluor assay. This group of mutations does not form contacts with CDRs in the crystal structure 1F2X of a dromedary nanobody. Statistical evaluation and assay conditions were as in panel B. All measurements were done in triplicate.
Fig. 4.
Mechanism of stabilization by N-terminal mutations Q1E and Q5V. (A) Thermodynamic stability of nanobody NbD1 and its N-terminally mutated variant in guanidinium chloride dependent equilibrium unfolding experiments. The fraction of unfolded protein was measured by intrinsic tryptophan fluorescence and fitted according to Santoro and Bolen [45]. Red lines represent fitted curves. (B) Additive effect of thermostabilization by single and double mutations in nanobody NbD4, measured by differential scanning fluorimetry in triplicate using conditions as in Fig. 3C. Improvements by mutations Q5V (0.9 °C) and Q1E
(2.3 °C) match the stabilization in the double mutant (3.1 °C). (C, D) Tryptophan fluorescence ratio (350 nm/330 nm) for melting nanobody NbD1 and its N-terminally mutated variant; in panel C, the standard assay concentration of 32.7 μM was used; in panel D, the concentration was reduced to 13.1 μM. Aggregation is indicated by a reduced amplitude of the unfolding transitions in the fluorescence traces and can be quantified by comparing T_m values of both concentration sets. Heating rate: 0.5 °C/min. (E, F) Back-scattered light obtained from a parallel turbidity measurement indicates aggregation onset temperatures.
Fig. 5.
Species-dependent difference contact map of the nano-body fold. Connectivity networks of non-covalent contacts between amino acid residues were calculated on the basis of 10 llama and 4 dromedary monomeric crystal structures, respectively. The frequencies of a contact in each set of structures from a species provide a measure of the “conservation” of a residue contact in the respective species. Accordingly, subtracting species-specific frequencies allows the visualization of architectural differences between different species. The extent of contact differences between llama and dromedary nanobodies is indicated by spot intensity and color. For example, a red dot with frequency of 1.0 indicates a contact that occurs in
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every llama nanobody, and not in any dromedary nanobody. Green bars indicate contact differences for positions tested in mutational experiments (Fig. 3D). Sequence numbering is as in the MSA of Fig. 2.